
834 Northfield Road, Watertown, CT 06795

FRIENDS OF Troop 52 FIFTH Annual Golf Classic
Crestbrook Golf Course, Watertown, CT

August 22, 2020 - 12PM Lunch, 1PM Tee-Off, 5:30PM Dinner

Official Rules
This is the format that is used in almost all fundraiser tournaments. It enables people who
don’t regularly play golf or perhaps have never played before, the opportunity to participate
and experience the great game of golf, while supporting their charity. There should be at least
one experienced golfer on every team to help less experienced players or those new to golf.

1.    Each team tries to score the lowest team score for 18 holes.
2.    All players must drive off each tee.
3.    The team must use each team member’s tee shot at least twice during the round. This
       brings all four team members into play.
4.    After all the team members have hit their tee shots, the team selects the ball in the best
       position and all second shots are placed and played within one club length of that selected
       ball, (not nearer the hole).
5.    After the second shots, the best shot is selected and all third shots are played from that
       position.
6.    This procedure is repeated until the hole is completed.
7.    For every shot, you can lift, clean and replace the selected ball.
8.    Even in the bunker, you may lift the selected ball, rake the bunker and replace the ball.
9.    Wherever the selected ball lies, all shots must be taken from the same area condition. For
       example: Fairway on fairway. Rough in rough. Bunker in bunker. Hazard in hazard.
10.  On the putting green:
      - All balls must be placed not further than 4 inches from the selected ball, (not nearer the
       hole).
      - All team members must putt before second putts are taken. If the first player to putt
       misses with his-her putt, then hits a second putt into the hole, that “two-putt” completes the
       hole and the team score. The other team members are not given the chance to finish the hole
       with a “one-putt”.

11.  Each golfer can purchase one “String/Mulligan Packet” for $10.00.

12.  The packets will include 1 string of varying length and 1 “mulligan” coin.

13.  Each is to be used only once during the tournament.  

14.  To use strings, place one end of your string at your ball and stretch string in the preferred                                                                   
       direction. Move your ball to the opposite end of the string.

15.  Mulligans cannot be used on Longest Drive, Closest to the Pin or Hole in One designated holes.  


